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A practical information to advise SENIORS how to approach the daunting task of facing a
parents' eventual passing since it relates to residential contents, heirlooms, and the often
difficult family interactions and feuds that accompany them. With fascinating stories and
extensive checklists, professional estate liquidator Julie Hall walks Baby Boomers through the
often unpleasant challenge of dividing the prosperity and house of their parents' lifetime
accumulation of stuff. gives invaluable tips about negotiating the unavoidable disputes,
staying away from exploitation from rip-off artists, and finally closing the chapter of their lives
in a manner that preserves romantic relationships and maximizes value of assets. From
planning while the mother or father is still coping with compassionately assisting them empty
the house, The Estate Woman®
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... It has provided me excellent insights concerning how to proceed in settling their estate. Miss
Hall comes with an envious profession as an estate appraiser and consultant. Very happy to
be able to say I met this very knowledgeable lady through her stop by at my blog page and
vice versa. This binder-like volume gives resources and trusted advice from her own personal
experiences in dealing with customers who are overwhelmed with their beloved parents' stuff.
It really is learning to be a known fact that our parents' stuff Could be beloved and treasured
by US, but OUR kids just aren't as well hip to the nostalgic sentiments we have learned to
attach to our forebears' belongings and heirlooms.. THIS book will show you and be your true
friend when you must head to dealers, post products on the market, or enter auctions for
reasonable and up-to-date marketplace pricing or demand details. WE came from an era of
solid "stay-put" people that most likely stayed in the only real home they ever bought. With
the advanced fluidity of existence in general, folks are less and less likely to stay put greater
than a 10 years or two for the most part. And some options for clearing a house. How exactly
to manage the guilt and tension of disposing an eternity or even a couple of generations'
worth of stuff? Who can actually blame them?Also, the author's notion of separating items to
be donated from items to sell prior to the estate sale isn't how my estate sales representatives
went about it. I also strongly urge you to check out her blog at estatelady.wordpress. I was the
sole heir, therefore i didn't need all of the parts about siblings. Strong on narrative; My parents
recently died, I've several siblings. Not as helpful as We had hoped Lots of words to create
very few points. Plenty of rationale, and believed. Just how to parse the stuff?On the other
hand, Rinker's book has far more guidelines of thumb/guidelines, and explanation of methods
to get rid of goods, and detailed advice; quite definitely more practical: focusing on the
disposal process.I can see enabling you to benefit from one reserve or the other or both, but
the distinction should be crystal clear. If your parents remain alive, browse it. It was truly one
of the most informative books I have ever go through and I recommend it. It do help me with
the photos, but what about all the yearbooks, albums, and other keepsakes? Filled with value
and assets! KUDOS, Julie Hall, for a needed handbook for an extremely complex
responsibility. That they had everything on the market, from top quality items, such as for
example artwork and antique furniture, to clothing and also food (provided that it wasn't
expired).but how will you throw away your dad's high school scrapbook?While I really do wish
I had read this book prior to the estate sale, it may not have helped much.com . Most of my
mother's papers had been in order, except for the will, that I contacted the family attorney,
and, being the sole heir, it didn't make much of an issue. If your need is tangible, physical- get
the publication. Whether it's emotional, skip it. Book gets 2 stars because it does offer some
very good and accurate information regarding the whole process. Nonetheless it is normally
redundant about those factors. And leaves out or minimizes some IMPORTANT points. For
example- get your parents (and also yourself! While the importance and functionality of a
revocable trust is definitely mentioned only briefly.) to write their wishes while they're alive is
emphasized over and over and over). If the estate is over a degree of $ (I your investment
exact figure- I believe it's 100k, that is most people with a home), this is the document you
want along with the will. Consider it. It will save tons of period, energy, and frustration, as well
huge attorney charges, and taxes. I cannot emphasize enough how much grief I was able to
avoid due to that document. The many scenarios mentioned in her book had been a reminder
of how fortunate we had been that my parents do that. It was helpful to Boomers as well,
offering important tips about how to downsize and how to move about emptying a house after
the death of the last mother or father. Items that really isn't useful to anyone else, it'd be okay



to Give it to somebody who would value it... Fabulously informative book! After the estate sale
was over they donated what didn't sell. This reserve has helped my mind set in regards to
coping with all the stuff in my parents’ home. I don't know and I haven't yet discovered
someone to tell me. She tells us how exactly to physically clear the house out in a week. But
really, most of us can physique that part out. Many of us can actually do this. (Auto pilot, I
assume) But there are certainly others folks who don't even Want to do that. We simply aren't
wired that way.... The IKEA era of teenagers live light, move more, and like less to encumber
them in their living spaces.and we think it is next to impossible. I was wishing the reserve
would better address that type of issue. Not really all that helpful. Very useful! Set me on your
path This book has given me GREAT advice and set me in the proper direction after one of my
parents died and the kther one continues to be alive but not in a position to manage his own
affairs.While plenty of this book is about coping with your all of your parents' stuff, it is also a
lot more than that - lots of good advice on how to properly settle your parents estate, how to
divide/agree on who gets the valuables, and lots of attention on the one thing I've learned
(through other folks going through this technique) is a much bigger problem than anyone
thinks: protecting your parents and their estate from predators of most sorts - family and
friend predators and stranger predators aswell. Much of it is personalized items that I couldn't
throw away, awards and such. When I first found the title, I thought it sounded heavy.
However the book aims to greatly help and lighten the overpowering job of cleaning up a
parent's duration of accumulated stuff. The publication is filled up with excellent assistance
and guidance and also a few horror stories to inspire you to take positive action earlier than
later. Not as Helpful as We had Hoped We didn't discover this publication until after I had sold
my mother's house. If your parents have passed, read it to prevent giving your children or
family members a burden later on."Hall's book has lots of encouraging narrative (stories) about
the need for planning, and strategies, and working through complications.On the positive side,
the author seems to be a female of integrity, and I'd love to have somebody like her if I was to
hire an "estate lady", as she phone calls it. Excellent read! relatively fragile on procedures This
book would have been more welcome had it not attained once as Harry Rinker's "Sell, Keep,
or Toss? Images of ancestors, grandpa's diploma, similar things? It helps me view this process
as something not to dread, but use as a period to honor my parents. need of assets and ideas
about coping with a loved one's estate One stop shopping if you are in need of resources and
ideas about dealing with a cherished one's estate. Purchase something more up-to-date.. This
book is a must-read for anybody with parents who are reaching the age of nursing home care.
The publication doesn't adequately address the matter that makes it VERY DIFFICULT to
eliminate the stuff- that is the emotional aspect of Throwing something out that was valuable
to your father or mother. I thought it could help me with all the current items I possess of my
mom's which are now stored within my house. Good ideas Interesting and helpful in the event
that parents remain alive. It certainly didn't help me, but that could be asking too much of
anything. Outdated More emotional support than nuts and bolts. Five Stars Love it!
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